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“Trust, but verify.”

—President Ronald Reagan, quoting a Russian proverb1

This Article addresses problems associated with certi-
fying carbon credits issued through the clean-devel-
opment mechanism (“CDM”), a !exible mechanism 

established by the 1997 Kyoto Protocol to reduce emissions of 
greenhouse gases (“GHGs”) into the atmosphere.2 "e Kyoto 
Protocol requires developed-country parties to decrease their 
GHG emissions by “at least 5 per cent below 1990 levels” 
over the period of 2003 to 2012.3 "e CDM allows those 
parties, which are the countries listed in annex I of the 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(“UNFCCC”),4 to achieve their GHG commitments by 

1. Remarks on Signing the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty, 2 P#$. 
P%&'() 1455, 1455 (Dec. 8, 1987).

2. Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change art. 12, done Dec. 11, 1997, 2303 U.N.T.S. 162 (entered into force 
Feb. 16, 2005) [hereinafter Kyoto Protocol]. "e Kyoto Protocol provides two 
other mechanisms through which parties can meet their GHG targets: joint 
implementation and emissions trading. Id. arts. 6, 17.

3. Id. art. 3, ¶*1. "e GHGs covered by the Kyoto Protocol are carbon dioxide 
(“CO2”), methane, nitrous oxide (“N2O”), hydro!uorocarbons (“HFCs”), per-
!uorocarbons, and sulphur hexa!uoride. Id. annex A.

4. United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, annex I, done 
May 9, 1992, S. T('%+, D-.. N-. 102-38, 1771 U.N.T.S. 107 (entered into 
force Mar. 21, 1994) [hereinafter UNFCCC]. Annex I parties include indus-
trialized countries that were members of the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development in 1992, plus countries that were “undergoing the 
process of transition to a market economy,” including Russia, the Baltic states, 
and several central and eastern European states. Id.
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buying “certi/ed emission reductions” (“CERs”)5 generated 
from projects that reduce net carbon emissions in develop-
ing countries.6 "us, the CDM enables developed countries 
to cost-e0ectively meet their GHG targets by supplement-
ing domestic actions with emissions reductions in developing 
countries through carbon-o0set projects.7 "e Kyoto Proto-
col does not, however, allow parties to meet their commit-
ments solely through the CDM.8 One of the primary goals 
of this collaboration was to promote sustainable development 
in developing countries through /nancial and technological 
support of such projects in developed countries.9

"e international community has generally welcomed the 
CDM as a useful and practicable o0set mechanism to facili-
tate the common goal of reducing GHGs.10 However, not-
withstanding the CDM’s favorable reception and widespread 
use,11 some have criticized the quality and e0ectiveness of 

5. One CER is equivalent to removing one metric ton of CO2 from the atmo-
sphere. O11)'+ Q#%23+, I43+3%+35', A))'))346 O11)'+ Q#%23+, 34 +7' 
C2'%4 D'5'2-&8'4+ M'.7%43)8 1 (2009), available at http://www.climate-
trust.org/documents/OQICDMpaper_webversion.pdf.

6. Kyoto Protocol, supra note 2, art. 12, ¶*3.
7. "e term “carbon o0set” refers to “the reduction, removal or avoidance of 

[GHG] emissions from a speci/c project that is used to compensate for GHG 
emissions occurring elsewhere.” Frequently Asked Questions, C238%+' T(., 
http://www.climatetrust.org/faq.html#1 (last visited Mar 5, 2012); see also 
M3.7%'2 G322'49%+'( : S+'&7'4 S'('), P'9 C+(. -4 G2-$%2 C238%+' 
C7%46', T7' C2'%4 D'5'2-&8'4+ M'.7%43)8: A R'53'9 -1 +7' F3()+ 
I4+'(4%+3-4%2 O11)'+ P(-6(%8 5 (2011), available at http://www.pewcli-
mate.org/docUploads/clean-development-mechanism-review-of-/rst-interna-
tional-o0set-program.pdf.

8. Kyoto Protocol, supra note 2, art. 6, ¶*1(d).
9. Article 12, paragraph 2 of the Kyoto Protocol states:

"e purpose of the [CDM] shall be to assist Parties not included in 
Annex I in achieving sustainable development and in contributing to 
the ultimate objective of the [UNFCCC], and to assist Parties includ-
ed in Annex I in achieving compliance with their quanti/ed emission 
limitation and reduction commitments under Article 3.

 Id. art. 12, ¶*2. "e degree to which the CDM has actually furthered sustain-
able development, however, is under debate. See Christina Voigt, Is the Clean 
Development Mechanism Sustainable? Some Critical Aspects, S#)+%34%$2' D'5. 
L. : P-2’,, Winter 2008, at 15, 17–18.

10. See G322'49%+'( : S'('), supra note 7, at 3.
11. See CDM in Numbers, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' C7%46', 

http://cdm.unfccc.int/Statistics/index.html (last visited Mar. 7, 2012) (stating 
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actual emission reductions in various authorized CER proj-
ects.12 "e economic and political pressures surrounding use 
of CERs13 raises the possibility that some players could abuse 
the system, leading to results that frustrate the purpose of 
the CDM set forth in the Kyoto Protocol.14 Such exploitation 
can include increases in GHGs emissions once credits are no 
longer available;15 construction of new facilities to sell CERs, 
causing net increases in GHGs in the atmosphere rather than 
reductions;16 and inaccurate accreditation due to poor meth-
odology or negligence on the part of private or institutional 
participants involved in projects.17

"is Article seeks to guide the reader through the labyrin-
thine procedures and stages through which CERs are issued, 
and to o0er some recommendations for improving that pro-
cess. Despite the extensive attention that o<cials have paid 
to implementing the CDM,18 there is still room for improve-
ment in CER veri/cation.

Part I provides a short overview of the international 
framework by which the CDM is regulated. Part II uses a 
hypothetical project to track the di0erent phases of a typical 
CDM project cycle, illustrating the strengths and weaknesses 
of each stage. Part III analyzes various shortcomings in the 
current veri/cation process, as identi/ed by both the insti-
tutional and the nongovernmental-organization (“NGO”) 
international communities, including insu<cient gover-
nance, lack of transparency, poor oversight, and poor envi-
ronmental integrity. "is Article concludes by o0ering some 

that 3,898 CDM projects have been registered by the CDM Executive Board, 
expected to generate a combined total of over 2.1 billion CERs).

12. See Nathaniel Gronewold, CDM Critics Demand Investigation of Sus-
pect O"sets, N.Y. T38') (June 14, 2010), http://www.nytimes.com/
cwire/2010/06/14/14climatewire-cdm-critics-demand-investigation-of-sus-
pect-63522.html.

13. See Jessica F. Green, Delegation and Accountability in the Clean Development 
Mechanism: #e New Authority of Non-State Actors, 4 J. I4+’2 L. : I4+’2 R'2. 
21, 47–51 (2008) (discussing the potential for poor oversight due to a mo-
nopoly among CDM project auditors); Charlotte Streck, #e Governance of the 
Clean Development Mechanism: #e Case for Strength and Stability, 2 E45+2. 
L3%$323+, 91, 96–97 (2007) (discussing issues of independence and transpar-
ency of the CDM Executive Board and project auditors).

14. Kyoto Protocol, supra note 2, art. 12, ¶*2.
15. See Press Release, CDM Watch, UN Under Pressure to Halt Gaming and 

Abuse of CDM (June 13, 2010), http://www.cdm-watch.org/wordpress/wp-
content/uploads/2010/06/hfc-23_press-release_gaming-and-abuse-of-cdm1.
pdf.

16. See Bharati Pillai, Moving Forward to 2012: An Evaluation of the Clean Devel-
opment Mechanism, 18 N.Y.U. E4+52. L.J. 357, 386–87 (2010) (“[E]vidence 
suggests that the CDM market incentives may not result in an overall reduc-
tion of GHGs in the atmosphere. Rather, the market incentives to engage in 
the capture and destruction of [tri!uoromethanes (“HFC-23s”)] are so strong 
that it has actually encouraged certain countries to develop more [Freon] fa-
cilities, which produce HFC-23 as a byproduct. "ese facilities then register 
CDM projects to destroy the resulting HFC-23s and gain large pro/ts to sub-
sidize their products. In fact, a developing world producer of [Freon] can earn 
nearly twice as much from its CDM subsidy than it can make from the sale of 
its primary product. "is trend has been followed with other noxious green-
house gases, such as N2O and adipic acid.” (citations omitted)).

17. See id. at 389.
18. See generally CDM-Home, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' 

C7%46', http://cdm.unfccc.int (last visited Mar. 6, 2012) (describing detailed 
procedures, guidelines, and methodologies used in authorizing projects and 
accrediting carbon o0sets).

recommendations regarding ways in which the CDM might 
be improved, especially given the possibility of extending it 
beyond 2012 when the Kyoto Protocol expires.

I. Background: The Kyoto Protocol

"e need to address climate change at a global level is becom-
ing more and more urgent.19 "e /rst assessment report of 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, released 
in 1990, warned that a “Business-as-Usual” scenario would 
lead to unprecedented warming over the next century.20 A 
general acknowledgement of climate change and the result-
ing risks for humankind has since spread from the scienti/c 
community to the public,21 with some notable exceptions.22 
"e international community is trying to /nd solutions to 
these problems that necessarily involve coordinated e0orts,23 
even if the obligations of each individual country vary from 
others according to the principle of common and di0erenti-
ated responsibilities,24 re!ected in both the UNFCCC25 and 
the Kyoto Protocol.26

Under the Kyoto Protocol, each party listed in annex I 
of the UNFCCC is required to establish its 1990 baseline 
level of carbon stocks for purposes of determining its quan-
titative GHG-emission limits,27 and to take the necessary 

19. See I4+'(6-5'(48'4+%2 P%4'2 -4 C238%+' C7%46', C238%+' C7%46' 
=>>?: S,4+7')3) R'&-(+ 30 (2007), available at http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/
assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf.

20. See I4+'(6-5'(48'4+%2 P%4'2 -4 C238%+' C7%46', C238%+' C7%46': 
T7' IPCC S.3'4+313. A))'))8'4+ xi (J.T. Houghton et al. eds., 1990), avail-
able at http://www.ipcc.ch/ipccreports/far/wg_I/ipcc_far_wg_I_full_report.
pdf.

21. See, e.g., United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Confer-
ence of the Parties, Copenhagen, Den., Dec. 7–19, 2009, Report of the Con-
ference of the Parties on Its Fifteenth Session, U.N. Doc. FCCC/CP/2009/11/
Add.1, at 5 (Mar. 30, 2010) (acknowledgement by the attending heads of 
state or senior governmental o<cials that “climate change is one of the great-
est challenges of our time”); Sally Eden, Public Participation in Environmental 
Policy: Considering Scienti!c, Counter-scienti!c and Non-scienti!c Contributions, 
5 P#$. U4@'()+%4@346 S.3. 183, 184 (1996) (discussing an emphasis on 
public participation in environmental policy after the 1992 United Nations 
Conference on Environment and Development).

22. See, e.g., 149 C-46. R'.. S10,022 (daily ed. July 28, 2003) (statement of Sen. 
James Inhofe) (“With all the hysteria, all the fear, all the phony science, could 
it be that manmade global warming is the greatest hoax ever perpetrated on the 
American people? I believe it is.”).

23. See, e.g., A. Denny Ellerman & Barbara K. Buchner, #e European Union 
Emission Trading Scheme: Origins, Allocation, and Early Results, 1 R'5. E45+2. 
E.-4. : P-2’, 66, 66 (2007).

24. United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, Rio de Ja-
neiro, Braz., June 3–14, 1992, Rio Declaration on Environment and Develop-
ment, princ. 7, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.151/26/Rev.1 (Vol. I), Annex I (Aug. 12, 
1992). "e principle of “common but di0erentiated responsibilities” recog-
nizes the common responsibility of all countries to protect the environment, 
but imposes di0erent obligations on individual countries in consideration of 
their contributions to environmental problems and di0erent social, economic, 
and ecological situations. Ileana M. Porras, #e Rio Declaration: A New Basis 
for International Cooperation, in G(''4346 I4+'(4%+3-4%2 L%9 20, 27–30 
(Philippe Sands ed., 1994).

25. UNFCCC, supra note 4, pmbl., art. 3.
26. Kyoto Protocol, supra note 2, pmbl., art. 10.
27. Id. art. 3, ¶*4.
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actions domestically to meet its binding targets, expressed as 
“assigned amounts” of carbon dioxide (“CO2”) equivalent.28

"e Kyoto Protocol o0ers annex I parties three market-
based mechanisms to supplement domestic measures to 
reduce their GHG emissions: joint implementation (article 
6),29 the CDM (article 12), and emissions trading (article 
17).30 Yet, critics have questioned the e0ectiveness of these 
mechanisms.31 For example, the possibility of obtaining 
emission reductions under any of the !exible mechanisms, 
particularly the CDM, may negatively in!uence the politi-
cal choices of each country and erode the carbon-reduction 
results that can be achieved worldwide for both developed 
and developing countries.32 Given the option of purchas-
ing emission reductions abroad, developed countries may 
be less motivated to take action to reduce GHG emissions 
domestically, which is usually more expensive.33 Developing 
countries, on the other hand, might be tempted to emit more 
GHGs in order to facilitate subsequent “reductions” to maxi-
mize their earnings from the sale of carbon credits, directly 
undercutting the fundamental goals of the Kyoto Protocol.34

Although all of the Kyoto Protocol’s mechanisms can be 
useful in helping developed countries meet their emission-
reduction targets, the CDM has proven to be especially 
e0ective.35 As a result, the UNFCCC parties created a com-
prehensive institutional framework to manage the develop-
ment of CDM projects. In particular, the CDM is under 
the authority and guidance of the Conference of the Par-
ties Serving as the Meeting of the Parties (“COP/MOP” or 
“CMP”) to the Kyoto Protocol36 and supervised by the CDM 

28. Id. art. 3, ¶*1. "e “assigned amount” may be divided into assigned-amount 
units. See id. art. 3, ¶*10.

29. Joint implementation is in many respects similar to the CDM; it allows annex 
I parties to buy and sell emission-reduction units generated through carbon-
reducing projects. Id. art. 6, ¶*1.

30. Id. arts. 6, 12, 17. "e Kyoto Protocol allows annex I parties to achieve their 
GHG commitments individually or jointly through regional or national emis-
sions-trading schemes. Id. art. 4. "e idea of carbon market is only drafted 
in article 17 of the Kyoto Protocol. Id. art. 17. For such a market to become 
e0ective, the Conferences of the Parties would need to draft a better de/nition 
of the “relevant principles, modalities, rules and guidelines, in particular for 
veri/cation, reporting and accountability for emissions trading.” Id. However, 
emissions-trading schemes may be established as climate-policy instruments at 
the national level and the regional level. Id. arts. 4, 17. Under such schemes, 
governments set emissions obligations to be reached by the participating enti-
ties. Id. "e European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (“EU-ETS”) is the 
leading example of a successful regional carbon-trading market. For discussion 
of the EU-ETS, see generally Ellerman & Buchner, supra note 23.

31. See, e.g., T%8%(% G32$'(+)-4 : O).%( R','), C%($-4 T(%@346: H-9 I+ 
9-(;) %4@ W7, I+ F%32) 31–51 (Dag Hammarskjöld Found., Occasional 
Paper Ser. No. 7, 2009); Pillai, supra note 16, at 384–91; Joëlle de Sépibus, 
#e Environmental Integrity of the CDM Mechanism—A Legal Analysis of Its 
Institutional and Procedural Shortcomings 5–21 (Swiss Nat’l Ctr. of Compe-
tence in Research, NCCR Trade Working Paper No. 2009/24, 2009), http://
phase1.nccr-trade.org/images/stories/research/header_ip6/environmental%20
integrity%20CDM.pdf; Michael Wara, Measuring the Clean Development 
Mechanism’s Performance and Potential 8 (Stanford Univ. Program on Energy 
& Sustainable Dev., Working Paper No. 56, 2006), http://iis-db.stanford.edu/
pubs/21211/Wara_CDM.pdf.

32. See Sépibus, supra note 31, at 16–17.
33. See G32$'(+)-4 : R','), supra note 31, at 9.
34. See Sépibus, supra note 31, at 8–9.
35. Wara, supra note 31, at 13.
36. “COP” refers to the parties to the UNFCCC, whereas “CMP” refers to those 

UNFCCC parties that are also parties to the Kyoto Protocol. Bodies, UN 
F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' C7%46', http://unfccc.int/bodies/
items/6241.php (last visited Mar. 7, 2012). As such, the CMP has authority 

Executive Board.37 "e CDM Executive Board is supported 
by technical and institutional panels and working groups, 
which enable it to analyze di0erent aspects of each proposed 
project.38 Other authorities involved in the functioning of 
the mechanism, both at the national level, such as designated 
national authority (“DNA”), and in private capacities, such 
as designated operational entity (“DOE”), are discussed in 
Part II, below.

Use of the CDM has probably surpassed the expecta-
tions of the parties.39 According to the UNFCCC website, 
3,898 CDM projects have been formally registered with an 
estimated two billion CERs to be generated by the end of 
2012.40 China hosts the largest number of registered CDM 
projects (approximately forty-seven percent of total registered 
CDM projects)41—leading some to refer to the CDM as the 
“China Development Mechanism”42—followed by India 
hosting about twenty percent of CDM projects and Brazil 
hosting around /ve percent.43

"e ability of the CDM to reduce net GHG emissions 
depends on the reliability of the accounting methods used 
to issue and certify carbon credits.44 "e Kyoto Protocol cre-
ates a double-registry system wherein each of the thirty-eight 
parties listed in annex B implements a national registry of 
accounts to hold carbon units (e.g., CERs) in the govern-
ment’s name or in the name of an authorized legal entity.45 In 
addition, the CDM Executive Board implements an interna-
tional central CDM registry, under the UNFCCC secretar-
iat, to issue and distribute credits to the national registries.46 

over the CDM and is the body to which the Executive Board reports. Id. "e 
CMP /rst adopted speci/c modalities and procedures for the CDM in De-
cember 2001, which were later con/rmed in December 2005. United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change Conference of the Parties Serving 
as the Meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol, Montreal, Can., Nov. 
28–Dec. 10, 2005, Report of the Conference of the Parties Serving as the Meeting 
of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol on Its First Session, at 6, U.N. Doc. FCCC/
KP/CMP/2005/8/Add.1 (Mar. 30, 2006) [hereinafter Report of the CMP on Its 
First Session] (con/rming and giving e0ect to decision 17/CP.7 of 2001).

37. Id. at 7.
38. See id. at 10–11 (granting the Executive Board the authority to establish “com-

mittees, panels or working groups to assist it in the performance of its func-
tions”); see also CDM Panels, Working Groups and Teams, UN F(%8'9-(; 
C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' C7%46', http://cdm.unfccc.int/Panels/index.html 
(last visited Mar. 7, 2012).

39. See Streck, supra note 13, at 99–100.
40. CDM in Numbers, supra note 11. 
41. Registration, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' C7%46', CDM 

Registration, http://cdm.unfccc.int/Statistics/Registration/NumOfRegistered-
ProjByHostPartiesPieChart.html (last visited Mar. 7, 2012).

42. Roger Raufer & Wang Shujuan, Navigating the Policy Path for Support of Wind 
Power in China, 6 C734% E45’+ S'(3') 37, 45 (2003) (“China could capture 
60 percent of the CDM market by itself, leading some of the analysts to cyni-
cally suggest that CDM as an acronym really stood for a “China Development 
Mechanism.”).

43. Registration, supra note 41.
44. See Sépibus, supra note 31, at 2.
45. Registry Systems Under the Kyoto Protocol, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 

-4 C238%+' C7%46', http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/registry_ systems/
items/2723.php (last visited Mar. 7, 2012).

46. Id. Requirements for the CDM registry are set forth in appendix D of CMP 
decision 3/CMP.1. Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 27. 
For example, the CDM registry must be an electronic database that ensures 
“the accurate, transparent and e<cient exchange of data between national reg-
istries,” id., and must allow public access to noncon/dential information, id. at 
28.
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Credits must be transferred through the CDM registry and 
cannot be traded between national accounts directly.47

II. How CERs Are Generated: A 
Hypothetical CDM Methane-Capture 
Project

To better understand how the CDM works in practice, let 
us consider how CERs may be generated in a hypothetical 
project cycle. !is overview could be applied to a broad range 
of projects designed to reduce CO2 or other GHGs, or to 
sequester carbon from the atmosphere, all of which can gen-
erate CERs.48

A. Pig-Methane Project

CDM project participants (buyers or sellers) can be govern-
mental institutions or private parties.49 Assume that two par-
ties to the Kyoto Protocol are considering a CDM project: a 
private corporate entity in a developing country—for exam-
ple, Brazil—and a developed country—for example, Nor-
way. !e Norwegian government wants to buy CERs and 
has been informed by a Brazilian diplomat about possible 
interest from a large corporate pig farm, “Porco-Internacio-
nal,” located in southern Brazil. After initial contacts and 
conversations, as well as a formal expression of interest by 
Porco-Internacional in developing a “pig-methane” project,50 
the parties negotiate the details of an initial agreement, stipu-
lating that Norway will "nance eighty percent of the proj-
ect’s expenses, with the remaining twenty percent "nanced 
by Porco-Internacional. !e parties agree that the same per-

47. Registry Systems Under the Kyoto Protocol, supra note 45.
48. See, e.g., E#$%&' ( E#)’* G%+., U.N. D$). P%,&%-..$, T/$ C0$-# D$-

)$0,+.$#* M$1/-#23.: A U3$%’3 G425$ 24–25 (2003), available at http://
content.undp.org/go/newsroom/publications/environment-energy/www-ee-
library/climate-change/undp-cdm-manual.en (providing examples of projects 
eligible under the CDM).

49. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 12–13. For example, 
CDM projects can be established by (1) the government of a developing coun-
try interested in cutting its GHG emissions and obtaining revenue from CERs; 
(2) a private entity in a developing country, usually the facility-owner who will 
obtain funding for a CDM project to reduce emissions; (3) the government 
of a developed country interested in buying the credits necessary to meet its 
Kyoto target; or (4) a private entity in a developed country willing to "nance 
a CDM project to generate CERs that can be traded with its national govern-
ment or other market participants. See id.

50. Slaughterhouses are major sources of methane, a GHG with approximately 
twenty-one times the heat-trapping capacity of carbon dioxide. P/20 W$3*$%-
.-# $* -0., N.C. S*-*$ U#2)., AG-708, C-%6,# C%$52*3 7,% M$*/-#$ 
C,00$1*2,# -#5 C,.643*2,# 1 (2008), available at http://www.bae.ncsu.
edu/programs/extension/manure/energy/carboncredits.pdf. Consequently, 
controlling the emissions from farm animals is a major concern in climate-
change mitigation. See id. Indeed, data show that atmospheric concentrations 
of methane far exceed natural levels. I#*$%&,)$%#.$#*-0 P-#$0 ,# C02.-*$ 
C/-#&$, supra note 19, at 37–38. Some estimates suggest that methane emis-
sions are responsible for about twenty percent of the global warming observed 
since preindustrial times. David Fogarty, Potent Methane Is an Overlooked 
Greenhouse Gas, USA T,5-' (Apr. 30, 2007, 1:12 PM), http://www.usatoday.
com/weather/climate/2007-04-30-methane_N.htm. A broad analysis of proj-
ects to control methane emissions from farm animals, with a particular focus 
on their possible problems, is proposed by Elizabeth Lokey. E028-6$*/ L,9$', 
R$#$:-60$ E#$%&' P%,;$1* D$)$0,+.$#* U#5$% */$ C0$-# D$)$0,+-
.$#* M$1/-#23.: A G425$ 7,% L-*2# A.$%21- 53 (2009).

centages will apply with respect to the share of CERs issued 
to each party. 

!e pig-methane project is designed to avoid methane 
resulting from anaerobic degradation of the organic waste-
water of the pig farm in open lagoons. !e Porco-Internacio-
nal facility has 20,000 animals and each day produces more 
than 140 cubic centimeters of waste, which are dumped 
into a nearby lagoon. Anaerobic digestion of organic mate-
rial (e.g., animal waste) at the facility causes the emission of 
gases comprising about sixty to seventy percent methane,51 
which is a GHG regulated by the Kyoto Protocol.52 !e pig-
methane project is designed to capture methane emissions by 
covering open lagoons of wastewater with gigantic tank-like 
hoods.53 Because the collected biogenic gas can be used to 
generate clean electricity onsite,54 the project also includes 
feeder pipelines connected to generators run by internal-
combustion motors to help power the facility. !e project 
is scheduled to run for a crediting period of ten years and 
cannot be extended.55

Because the Porco-Internacional facility emits a large 
amount of methane daily, the pig-methane project would 
be classi"ed as a large-scale project56 subject to speci"c pro-
cedures.57 To cover a variety of di<erent types of projects 
implemented by CER-generating facilities, some projects 
are classi"ed as “small-scale” based on the type of activity 
and amount of emissions and are subject to simpli"ed pro-
cedures.58 Multiple small-scale projects may be “bundled,” 
which is particularly favorable for project participants 
because the various planning, monitoring, and certi"cation 
requirements are less burdensome.59

CDM projects are classi"ed according to a list of speci"c 
sectors adopted by the CDM Accreditation Panel (“CDM-
AP”), which is based on the sectors and sources in annex 
A of the Kyoto Protocol.60 !e pig-methane project will be 
evaluated by the competent bodies according to standards 
provided for the “[w]aste handling and disposal” sector.61 To 
be eligible for carbon accreditation, the pig-methane proj-
ect must meet the general CDM requirements as discussed 

51. W$3*$%.-# $* -0., supra note 50, at 1. !e remainder of the emissions from 
digestion of organic material is mostly CO2. Id.

52. Kyoto Protocol, supra note 2, annex A.
53. Although burning methane produces CO2, the greater warming capacity of 

methane reduces the net carbon equivalent. See id.
54. See W$3*$%.-# $* -0., supra note 50, at 2.
55. For discussion of the crediting period for a CDM project, see infra Part II.B.
56. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 46. Because projects 

must meet the eligibility criteria set out in paragraph 6(c) of decision 17/CP.7 
in order to qualify as small-scale projects, id., projects larger than this are con-
sidered large-scale.

57. Detailed procedures for the Executive Board, its working groups, and accredi-
tation agencies are available via the UNFCCC’s CDM website. Procedures, UN 
F%-.$:,%9 C,#)$#*2,# ,# C02.-*$ C/-#&$, http://cdm.unfccc.int/Ref-
erence/Procedures/index.html (last visited Mar. 7, 2012).

58. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 43–52.
59. See id. at 45–50.
60. See Methodologies Linked to Sectoral Scopes, UN F%-.$:,%9 C,#)$#*2,# ,# 

C02.-*$ C/-#&$, http://cdm.unfccc.int/DOE/scopes.html (last visited Mar. 
7, 2012). !ere are "fteen di<erent categories, including energy industries (re-
newable and nonrenewable), manufacturing, and agriculture. Id.

61. See id.
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below. Speci/c eligibility rules may also apply.62 On their 
face, these requirements appear to contain a number of reas-
surances of validity.63 In reality, however, the CDM frame-
work enables shortfalls in accuracy and veri/cation, explored 
further below.64

B. Project Cycle

"e CDM project cycle involves an intensive chronological 
progression that seeks to guarantee accuracy in CER certi/-
cation, including:

• preparation of a project-design document (“PDD”) 
describing the activities planned;

• receipt of a letter of approval from the host country’s 
DNA consenting to the participation of private parties;

• validation of the project by a DOE, a private certi/er 
accredited by the CDM Executive Board;

• registration of the project by the Executive Board;
• implementation of the project and monitoring emis-

sions to verify reduced emissions;
• periodic review and veri/cation by a di0erent DOE; 

and
• formal issuance of CERs.65

Each CDM project must go through these steps to accom-
plish the parties’ /nal goal: the issuance of CERs.66

1. The Initial Project Design

a. Participation Requirement

"e /rst step in launching a CDM project involves structur-
ing the project according to required CDM standards and 
procedures. "e Executive Board de/nes a project partici-
pant as “a Party [to the Kyoto Protocol] involved, which has 
indicated to be a project participant,” or “a private and/or 
public entity authorized by a Party involved to participate 

62. See Baker & McKenzie, Eligible Project Types, CDM R#2'$--;, http://www.
cdmrulebook.org/413 (last visited Mar. 7, 2012).

63. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 17–19 (requiring 
project participants to submit monitoring plans, which are subject to periodic 
review and veri/cation).

64. See, e.g., Shortcomings of CDM, CDM W%+.7, http://www.cdm-watch.
org/?page_id=24 (last visited Mar. 8, 2012).

65. See U.N. E45’+ P(-6(%88', L'6%2 I))#') G#3@'$--; +- +7' C2'%4 D'5'2-
-&8'4+ M'.7%43)8 31–32 (2004), available at http://unfccc.int/cc_inet/cc_
inet/six_elements/public_participation/items/3530.php?displayPool=1400; 
CDM Project Cycle, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' C7%46', 
http://cdm.unfccc.int/Projects/diagram.html (last visited Mar. 8, 2012).

66. For a schematic depicting a typical CDM project cycle, see E4'(6, : E45’+ 
G(&., U.N. D'5. P(-6(%88', supra note 48, at 21. Each registered project 
has its own webpage in the UNFCCC website that provides information about 
its activities and copies of the documents and reports required during each 
stage of its project cycle. For an example of a similar methane project, see 
Project 0620: Methane Recovery and Electricity Generation Project GCM 21, UN 
F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' C7%46', http://cdm.unfccc.int/Proj-
ects/DB/DNV-CUK1158836531.62/view (last visited Mar. 8, 2012) (devel-
oped in Mexico).

in a CDM project activity.”67 Most often, a project involves 
cooperation between the government of a non–annex I party 
(i.e., a developing country) as the project host and an annex I 
party (i.e., a developed country) as the project investor.68 "e 
CMP has promulgated detailed eligibility requirements and 
speci/ed that participation must be voluntary.69

Article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol speci/cally provides for 
the participation of “private and/or public entities.”70 In such 
cases, the host country must formally authorize the private 
entity’s participation and ensure that it complies with CDM 
rules and procedures.71 "e host country provides authori-
zation in the form of a formal letter of approval from the 
relevant DNA: the DNA of the host country if the private 
entity sells CERs, or the DNA of the annex I party if the 
private entity buys CERs.72 Consequently, the participant 
governments remain involved in CDM projects, even in a 
private–private enterprise.

In our hypothetical project, Brazil’s DNA therefore must 
agree to the project by authorizing Porco-Internacional to 
participate and by assuming responsibility for its compliance. 
As such, the participants are (1) the Norwegian government 
as project proponent, (2) the owner of Porco-Internacional as 
the project’s private developer, and (3) the Brazilian govern-
ment, necessary to authorize Porco-Internacional.

b. Project-Design Document

With the host country’s formal authorization in hand, the 
project-developers can then proceed with preparing a Project 
Design Document (“PDD”) following the form provided by 
the CDM Executive Board.73 "e private party submits the 
PDD for approval, /rst to the relevant DNA, and then to 
a DOE, which is an independent auditor accredited by the 
Executive Board and a key player in the following stages of 
the project cycle.74

Every PDD must contain: (a) a technical description of 
the project; (b) a proposed baseline methodology and sup-
porting justi/cation; (c) the estimated duration of the project 
and its crediting period; (d) a description of how GHG reduc-

67. CDM Exec. Bd., Glossary of CDM Terms, at 25, U.N. Doc. CDM-Glos-05 
(version 05, Aug. 19, 2005).

68. See E4'(6, : E45’+ G(&., U.N. D'5. P(-6(%88', supra note 48, at 76.
69. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 12–14. Annex I 

parties must also ful/ll their obligations under articles 5 and 7 of the Kyoto 
Protocol, id. at 4, namely implementing a national inventory of GHG sources 
and sinks, Kyoto Protocol, supra note 2, art. 5, ¶*1, establishing methodologies 
for estimating GHG emissions, id. art. 5, ¶*2, and providing all necessary “sup-
plementary information for the purposes of ensuring compliance” with their 
total GHG reduction commitments, id. art. 7, ¶*1, including showing that 
CDM credits are “supplemental to domestic actions” taken to reduce GHG 
emissions, id. art. 6, ¶*1(d).

70. Kyoto Protocol, supra note 2, art. 12, ¶*9.
71. Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 13.
72. See U.N. E45’+ P(-6(%88', supra note 65, at 24–28. Each party to the Kyoto 

Protocol is required to have a DNA, but the details of its designation and spe-
ci/c functions are largely left to the party’s discretion. Id. at 24–25.

73. CDM Exec. Bd., Clean Development Mechanism Project Design Document 
Form (CDM-PDD) (version 03, July 28, 2006), http://cdm.unfccc.int/Ref-
erence/PDDs_Forms/PDDs/PDD_form04_v03_2.pdf. "e Executive Board 
can revise the template CMD-PDD forms; changes do not a0ect ongoing proj-
ects. E4'(6, : E45’+ G(&., U.N. D'5. P(-6(%88', supra note 48, at A-2.

74. See U.N. E45’+ P(-6(%88', supra note 65, at 28–30.
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tions are additional to those in absence of the project; (e) the 
environmental impacts, both domestic and transboundary; 
(f) information on public funding; (g) local stakeholders’ 
comments; (h) a monitoring plan; and (i) calculations used 
to estimate GHG emissions with respect to the baseline.75 
!e information on public funding is required to ensure that 
annex I parties do not channel funds into CDM projects that 
otherwise would have been provided to developing countries 
to assist in meeting their obligations under the UNFCCC 
and the Kyoto Protocol.76 !us, the pig-methane PDD must 
reveal any sources of public funding from Norway with a 
Norwegian a"rmation that “such funding does not result in 
a diversion of o"cial development assistance and is separate 
from and is not counted towards the #nancial obligations of 
[Norway].”77

c. Methodology

!e CDM Executive Board has de#ned a mandatory set of 
standards or “methodologies” that specify requirements for 
various types of projects.78 !e planning and implementation 
requirements applicable to the pig-methane project, includ-
ing o"cial baseline and monitoring methodologies, are set 
forth in methodology AM0039, Methane Emissions Reduc-
tion from Organic Waste Water and Bioorganic Solid Waste 
Using Co-composting.79

!e baseline methodology is guided by the concept that 
it “should reasonably represent$.$.$. the anthropogenic emis-
sions by sources or anthropogenic removals by sinks of green-
house gases that would occur in the absence of the proposed 
project.”80 !e baseline should be established conservatively, 
in a transparent manner, and on a project-by-project basis.81 

75. Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 23–24. With respect to 
(c), participants must choose the crediting period of:

(a) A maximum of seven years which may be renewed at most two 
times, provided that, for each renewal, a designated operational 
entity determines and informs the Executive Board that the origi-
nal project baseline is still valid or has been updated taking ac-
count of new data where applicable; or

(b) A maximum of 10 years with no option of renewal.
 Id. at 17. With respect to (g), the term stakeholder refers to “the public, includ-

ing individuals, groups or communities a%ected, or likely to be a%ected, by the 
proposed [CDM] project activity.” Id. at 7.

76. See Kyoto Protocol, supra note 2, art. 11, ¶$2 (“[D]eveloped country Parties$.$.$. 
shall$.$.$. [p]rovide new and additional #nancial resources to meet the agreed 
full costs incurred by developing country Parties in advancing the implementa-
tion of existing commitments$.$.$.$.”).

77. Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 24.
78. For a list of methodologies approved by the CDM Executive Board, see Ap-

proved Baseline and Monitoring Methodologies for Large Scale CDM Project Ac-
tivities, UN F&'()*+&, C+-.)-/0+- +- C10('/) C2'-3), http://cdm.un-
fccc.int/methodologies/PAmethodologies/approved (last visited Mar. 8, 2012). 
An independent guide to the implementation and interpretation of the CDM 
methodologies is provided by A4)1 M052')1+*' )/ '1., U.K. D)6’/ 7+& 
E-.’/, F++8 9 R:&'1 A77'0&;, U-8)&;/'-80-3 CDM M)/2+8+1+30);: 
A G:08)<++, /+ CDM R:1); '-8 P&+5)8:&) (=>>?), available at http://
www.scribd.com/doc/47249971/Understanding-CDM-Methodologies-a-
Guidebook-to-CDM-Rules-and-Procedures.

79. CDM Exec. Bd., Approved Baseline and Monitoring Methodology AM0039: 
“Methane Emissions Reduction from Organic Waste Water and Bioorganic 
Solid Waste Using Co-composting,” U.N. Doc. AM0039/Version 02 (version 
02, 2007).

80. Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 16.
81. See id.

It is fundamental to proving the additionality requirement 
for each project.82

!e Executive Board provides three di%erent approaches 
from which CDM project participants must choose to deter-
mine the baseline:

(1) Existing actual or historical emissions, as applicable, 
or

(2) Emissions from a technology that represents an eco-
nomically attractive course of action, taking into 
account barriers to investment, or

(3) !e average emissions of similar [non-CDM] proj-
ect activities undertaken in the previous #ve years, 
in similar social, economic, environmental and tech-
nological circumstances, and whose performance is 
among the top 20 per cent of this category.83

!e monitoring methodology is the method used to col-
lect and archive all relevant data necessary to implement the 
monitoring plan.84

In ful#lling the baseline methodology requirements, the 
pig-methane project must de#ne its boundaries broadly to 
include “all GHG emission sources from anaerobic process 
including open lagoons or storage tanks treating organic 
wastewater, the land#ll site where the bioorganic solid waste 
would be disposed of in the absence of project activity, the 
proposed aerobic process, [and] transportation and auxiliary 
equipment.”85 !e “most plausible” baseline scenario must 
be determined through comprehensive analysis of technical 
and economic considerations and the elimination of imprac-
ticable alternatives.86

82. !ere is additionality when “the reductions in anthropogenic emissions by 
sources of greenhouse gases$.$.$. would not have occurred in the absence of the 
CDM project activity, based on the data and information$.$.$. using calculation 
procedures consistent with those contained in the registered project design 
document and in the monitoring plan.” Id. at 19. For a broad description 
of the additionality issues and of the di"culties in evaluate it, see, e.g., A4)1 
M052')1+*' 9 K. U('('2);*'&'-, A880/0+-'10/@ '-8 S:;/'0-'<1) 
D).)1+6()-/ I;;:); R)3'&80-3 CDM P&+A)5/; 0- E-)&3@ E77050)-5@ 
S)5/+& (HWWA Discussion Paper No. 346, 2006), available at http://pa-
pers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=908824; L'(<)&/ S52-)08)&, 
Ö,+-I-;/0/:/, I; /2) CDM F:170110-3 I/; E-.0&+-()-/'1 '-8 S:;/'0--
'<1) D).)1+6()-/ O<A)5/0.);B A- E.'1:'/0+- +7 /2) CDM '-8 O6-
/0+-; 7+& I(6&+.)()-/ 27–45 (2007), available at http://www.oeko.de/
oekodoc/622/2007-162-en.pdf; Sandra Greiner & Axel Michaelowa, De!ning 
Investment Additionality for CDM Projects—Practical Approaches, 31 E-)&3@ 
P+1’@ 1007 (2003); Michael W. Wara & David G. Victor, A Realistic Policy on 
International Carbon O"set, Program on Energy and Sustainable Development 
(Stanford Univ. Program on Energy & Sustainable Dev., Working Paper No. 
74, 2008), http://iis-db.stanford.edu/pubs/22157/WP74_#nal_#nal.pdf.

83. Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 16–17.
84. CDM Exec. Bd., supra note 67, at 21. A monitoring plan is the instrument to 

calculate the actual emission reductions from the project, taking into account 
any emissions from sources within the project boundary. Report of the CMP on 
Its First Session, supra note 36, at 17. A monitoring plan sets out how project 
proponents should develop and implement a monitoring plan for a particular 
project type, in order to gather the data required to calculate emission reduc-
tions from the project. Id. Requirements for the monitoring plan include, for 
example, “[t]he identi#cation of all potential sources of, and the collection and 
archiving of data on, increased anthropogenic emissions by sources of green-
house gases outside the project boundary that are signi#cant and reasonably 
attributable to the project activity during the crediting period” and “[q]uality 
assurance and control procedures for the monitoring process.” Id.

85. CDM Exec. Bd., supra note 79, at 2.
86. See id. at 4–5.
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To assist in demonstrating project “additionality,” the 
Executive Board has provided a Tool for the Demonstration 
and Assessment of Additionality.87 "e procedure for deter-
mining baselines for methane emissions from anaerobic 
lagoons or storage tanks takes into account “the chemical 
oxygen demand (COD) of the eAuent that would enter the 
lagoon in the absence of the project activity, the maximum 
methane producing capacity (Bo), and a methane conversion 
factor (MCF) that expresses what proportion of the eAuent 
would be anaerobically digested in the open lagoons.”88 "e 
methodology does not, however, require accounting for any 
o0site “leakage” e0ects.89

"e establishment of particularized methodologies is 
intended to “[p]romote consistency, transparency, and 
predictability.”90 "ese methodologies assist the Executive 
Board in deciding whether to register a proposed project, and 
they limit the scope of the Board’s discretion.91 "ey also 
o0er some assurance to the parties involved that a registered 
project will generate valid CERs at the end of the cycle.92

Provisions also allow CDM participants to submit new 
baselines or monitoring methodologies to the Execu-
tive Board for approval to avoid situations where the only 
approved use of methodology standards may hamper the ini-
tiation of projects based on new technologies.93 Speci/cally, 
the DOE submits the proposed new methodology94 to the 
Executive Board during the initial project validation process; 
if the Executive Board approves, the DOE can proceed in the 
process using the new standard and the new methodology 
is made publicly available.95 If the circumstances necessitate 
deviation from an approved methodology while the project is 
still in the registration stage, the DOE can “seek guidance” 
from the Executive Board with the possibility of gaining its 
approval on an accelerated basis.96 In this procedure, the 
chair of the Executive Board conducts a /rst-stage evalua-
tion in consultation with the relevant panels and working 
groups, and can request further information from the DOE 
as necessary.97 Deviations are project-speci/c and cannot be 
su<ciently major such that the base methodology would 
require full revision.98 Although this procedure could delay 

87. CDM Exec. Bd., Methodological Tool: “Tool for the Demonstration and As-
sessment of Additionality,” at 1, U.N. Doc. EB 39, annex 10 (version 05.2.1, 
Aug. 11, 2011).

88. CDM Exec. Bd., supra note 79, at 6. Speci/c formulas are provided to calculate 
the baseline and quantity of emissions. Id. at 6–16.

89. Id. at 15. "e CMP de/nes leakage as “the net change of anthropogenic emis-
sions by sources of [GHGs] which occurs outside the project boundary, and 
which is measurable and attributable to the CDM project activity.” Report of 
the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 17.

90. Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 25.
91. See id. at 8–11.
92. See id. at 25.
93. Id. at 14–15.
94. Proposed baseline and monitoring methodologies are submitted to the Execu-

tive Board in a single form (CDM-NM). CDM Exec. Bd., Procedure for the 
Submission and Consideration of a Proposed New Baseline and Monitoring 
Methodology for Large Scale CDM Project Activities, ¶*6(a), U.N. Doc. EB 
52, annex 9, (version 01, Feb. 12, 2010).

95. Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 15.
96. CDM Exec. Bd., Procedures for Requests for Deviation to the Executive 

Board, ¶*4, U.N. Doc. EB 24, annex 30 (version 02, May 12, 2006).
97. Id. ¶*10.
98. See id.

project registration, it also provides some !exibility to keep 
pace with technological changes.

"e integrity of the participant parties at the design stage 
can determine, to some extent, the propensity for inaccuracy 
and eventual misrepresentation of the CERs to be generat-
ed.99 If parties are inclined to exaggerate credits, for example, 
inaccuracy may be built in from the start.100 Much of the 
problem lies in calculating the baseline and satisfying the 
additionality requirement, because the standards used are 
not always clear and objective, and because the future levels 
of emission—with or without the implementation of a proj-
ect—are a mere forecast.101 In addition, methodologies are 
not always updated quickly enough to keep pace with and 
incorporate new technologies. For example, a 2007 Mexican 
regulation that mandates the use of biodigesters102 makes it 
more di<cult for some CDM participants to satisfy the addi-
tionality requirement, because the o<cial AM0039 standard 
does not incorporate biodigesters.103

2. Letter of Approval from the Designated 
National Authority

Every private CDM participant, both in the host and /nanc-
ing countries, must obtain approval of the relevant DNA 
for o<cial registration.104 "e main task of the DNA is to 
approve and authorize the participation of private entities in 
CDM projects with an o<cial letter of approval that con-
/rms, among other elements, the sustainability of the proj-
ect’s results for the host country.105 "e DOE cannot proceed 
without this authorization.106

In our example, Porco-Internacional must therefore for-
ward the pig-methane PDD to the Comissão Interminis-
terial de Mudança Global do Clima, Brazil’s DNA.107 "e 
DNA must verify that CDM participation is voluntary and 
the project is likely to assist the host country in achieving its 
sustainable-development goals.108 In making this assessment, 
the DNA applies its own procedures, and the assessment 

99. See, e.g., Gronewold, supra note 12; Monitoring CDM, CDM W%+.7, http://
www.cdm-watch.org/?page_id=229 (last visited Mar. 15, 2012) (noting fre-
quent registration of projects that fail to meet CDM objectives).

100. See Pillai, supra note 16, at 389–91.
101. See Sépibus, supra note 31, at 6–12.
102. A biodigester operates by channeling feedlot eAuent in a large container to al-

low for slow anaerobic digestion, “negat[ing] the purchase of expensive equip-
ment like solid separators to improve the quality. L-;',, supra note 50, at 
55–56, 59.

103. Id. at 59. Lokey points out:
["e Mexican regulation] will probably limit future development for 
CER production to only those currently existing farms that do not 
have digesters and use lagoons to process waste. "e only way that 
new digesters could be additional*.*.*. is if [the] regulation is routinely 
not followed for a few years and the PDD author can prove that the 
regulation is not enforced.

 Id. (citations omitted).
104. See U.N. E45’+ P(-6(%88', supra note 65, at 24–28.
105. Id. at 26; CDM Exec. Bd., Clari/cation on Elements of a Written Approval, 

U.N. Doc. EB 16, annex 6.
106. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 15.
107. A searchable list of all DNAs and their contact information is accessible via 

the CDM website. Designated Natoinal Authorities, UN F(%8'9-(; C-4-
5'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' C7%46', http://cdm.unfccc.int/DNA/index.html (last 
visited Mar. 19, 2012).

108. Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 15.
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can be based on either on-paper or on-site review.109 Brazil’s 
DNA has published a manual detailing its procedures and 
requirements.110

"e broad latitude given to DNAs is potentially problem-
atic. Although !exibility is useful in allowing each country 
to adapt the CDM to /t its own administrative context, the 
variability in standards can create confusion and delay.111 In 
particular, DNAs have been criticized for being informa-
tional barriers and insu<ciently involved in informing the 
public about opportunities to generate and sell CERs.112

In a study of DNAs in Latin American countries, former 
CDM Executive Board member Christiana Figueres113 noted 
problems in designating a country’s environmental agency 
as a DNA: “(1) [T]he environmental agencies are typically 
one of the weakest in the array of governmental agencies; (2) 
they are perceived as enforcers of rules and regulations that 
the private sector typically resist; and (3) they do not have 
an entrepreneurial approach to their operations.”114 Further, 
assigning DNAs to evaluate the contribution of proposed 
projects to sustainability goals based on national parameters, 
instead of international standards, can permit countries to cut 
corners.115 For example, developing countries could autho-
rize CDM projects that exaggerate projected credits or are 
not likely to further sustainable development based purely on 
/nancial incentives.116 "ese risks are particularly concerning 
because the CDM framework does not provide other means 
for overseeing the accuracy of the DNA’s assessment.117

3. Validation by a Designated Operational Entity

Having obtained the DNA’s approval, project participants 
must then seek formal validation by a DOE—a private, inde-

109. See U.N. E45’+ P(-6(%88', supra note 65, at 27. In Chile, for example, the 
procedure for obtaining a letter of approval from the DNA is under constant 
revision. S-2%46' V322%((-'2, D3%64-)3) : C7%22'46') -1 CDM 1(-8 
D311'('4+ L'5'2) -1 G-5'(4%4.': T7' C%)' -1 C732' 11 (2010), avail-
able at http://conference.unitar.org/yale/sites/conference.unitar.org.yale//les/
Paper_Villarroel_0.pdf.

110. C-83))B- I4+'(8343)+'(3%2 @' M#@%4C% G2-$%2 @- C238%, P(-.'@38'4-
+-) &%(% S#$83))B- @' P(-D'+-) @' MDL E C-83))B- I4+'(8343)+'(3%2 @' 
M#@%4C% G2-$%2 @- C238% [P(-.'@#(') 1-( S#$83))3-4 -1 CDM P(-D-
'.+) +- +7' I4+'(8343)+'(3%2 C-883))3-4 -4 G2-$%2 C238%+' C7%46'] 
(=>>F), available at http://www.mct.gov.br/upd_blob/0015/15798.pdf.

111. See L-;',, supra note 50, at 88–89.
112. See id.
113. Christiana Figueres was appointed as the Executive Secretary of the UNFCCC 

in 2010. Press Release, U.N. Secretary-General, Secretary-General Appoints 
Christiana Figueres of Costa Rica as Executive Secretary of United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change, U.N. Press Release SG/A/1240 
(May 17, 2010).

114. L-;',, supra note 50, at 87–88 (citation omitted).
115. See A44' O27-11 '+ %2., U.N. E45’+ P(-6(%88', CDM S#)+%34%$2' 

D'5'2-&8'4+ I8&%.+) 19–23, available at http://www.cd4cdm.org/Publi-
cations/CDM%20Sustainable%20Development%20Impacts.pdf. However, 
Voigt notes that countries “have di0erent perceptions about what is required 
to achieve sustainable development. Selecting sustainable development criteria 
and assessing the sustainable development impact can therefore di0er signi/-
cantly from one host country to another.” Voigt, supra note 9, at 17.

116. See L-;',, supra note 50, at 89 (explaining that a lack of speci/c criteria to 
evaluate sustainability could allow a DNA to accord preferential treatment 
to some project participants based on monetary donations); Shortcomings of 
CDM, supra note 64 (noting the incentive to gain revenue irrespective of fur-
thering sustainable development);.

117. See L-;',, supra note 50, at 87–91.

pendent auditor accredited by the CDM Executive Board.118 
Project participants choose a DOE119 from a list provided 
by the Executive Board.120 Project participants select DOEs 
based on such considerations as their “experience in the /eld, 
the normal time delay in obtaining the record, and the price 
of their services.”121 Project participants often prefer DOEs 
with o<ces in the host country because of lower associated 
costs and their prior presence in the territory.122

"e DOE studies the PDD, and upon con/rming that 
the project is appropriate, assumes an authoritative role in 
carrying the project forward.123 Once the project has been 
accepted and registered by the Executive Board, a second 
DOE veri/es the actual emission reductions.124 In some 
cases, a single DOE can obtain permission to perform all 
pre- and post-registration tasks for a given CDM project.125

"e quali/cations and reliability of DOEs are critical in 
accurately issuing CERs. Further, the relationship between 
a project’s participants and DOEs is particularly signi/cant 
because DOEs are chosen by the project participants,126 
rather than appointed by another party.

Several elements are in place to assure that a project DOE 
does not collude in inaccurate quanti/cation of CERs. "e 
CDM Executive Board or post-registration DOE may dis-
cover inaccurate accounting.127 If a DOE is found to have 
violated standards, it stands to lose its certi/cation, a threat 
that discourages turning a blind eye to blandishments of 
project participants that wish to improperly in!ate CER 
values.128

Let us assume that Porco-Internacional hires a particu-
larly well known Norwegian /rm, DNV Climate Change 
Services, as the DOE for initial validation of the pig-meth-

118. "e procedure for accreditation is set out in great detail by the Executive Board 
to ensure that DOEs are independent and have the necessary technological 
expertise. See CDM Exec. Bd., Procedure for Accrediting Operational Entities 
by the Executive Board of the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), U.N. 
Doc. EB 56, annex 2 (version 10.1, Sept. 21, 2010). "e Executive Board is 
assisted in this regard by an accreditation panel and an accreditation team. Id. 
at 5.

119. Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 37.
120. For a list of accredited DOEs, see List of DOEs, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4-

+3-4 -4 C238%+' C7%46', http://cdm.unfccc.int/DOE/list/index.html (last 
visited May 22, 2012). "ere are approximately forty such /rms accredited by 
the CDM Executive Board, based both in developed and developing countries 
around the world. Some of the largest DOEs operate in multiple countries 
such as Norway-based DNV. See DNV, "e Clean Development Mechanism 
(CDM), http://www.dnv.com/services/veri/cation/carbon_credit_validation_
veri/cation/cdm/index.asp) (last visited November 6, 2011).

121. V322%((-'2, supra note 109, at 12 (footnotes omitted). Moreover, the same 
study also shows:

Only four certifying companies have o<ces in Chile: DNV, SGS, 
TUV and AENOR. "e relevant a0ect is a reduction of costs when 
using the Operational Entities o<ce in Chile. However, there are a 
few DOE that generally have a lot of work. "ere is little room for 
negotiation and, in the end, the project developer must accept the 
conditions that the DOE proposes.

 Id. at 6 (footnotes omitted).
122. See id. at 12–13.
123. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 15.
124. See id. at 12.
125. See id.
126. Id. at 14.
127. See O11)'+ Q#%23+, I43+3%+35', supra note 5, at 12. It should be noted, how-

ever, that the second DOE is also chosen by the project participants. See Report 
of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 12.

128. See O11)'+ Q#%23+, I43+3%+35', supra note 5, at 12–13.
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ane project. Porco-Internacional will provide DNV with the 
documentation necessary to prove that the project meets 
CDM eligibility requirements.129 DNV will then carry out a 
systematic review of the project by considering the PDD and 
other documents furnished by the parties, conduct its own 
onsite investigations, and turn to external sources of infor-
mation as necessary.130 "us, after scrutinizing the project 
documents, DNV decides to send a team of its own experts to 
verify Porco-Internacional’s operations and /nances onsite.

"e rules adopted by the Executive Board further require 
the DOEs to make the PDD and any necessary schematic 
information publicly available, invite comments from parties 
and stakeholders, and con/rm that all comments are appro-
priately considered.131 DNV therefore makes the pig-meth-
ane PDD available via the CDM website and processes all 
of the comments submitted regarding the validation require-
ments. At the end of the comment period, DNV gives the 
pig-methane project a positive evaluation, con/rming that 
the parties meet all of the requirements. DNV’s validation 
report is submitted to the Executive Board and made avail-
able on the CDM website.

"e contractual relationship between the DOE and proj-
ect-developers has been strongly criticized.132 To save money 
and time, for example, they may agree on shorter and faster 
reviews. A voluntary or inadvertent mistake in this phase can 
lead to the issuance of CERs in excess of the actual GHGs 
emissions reduced.

4. Project Registration

At this point of the project cycle, the CDM Executive Board 
chooses whether to register a project.133 Registration demon-
strates formal acceptance of a proposed project by the Exec-
utive Board and is required for all subsequent veri/cation, 
certi/cation, and issuance of CERs relating to the project’s 
activities.134 Without registration, even if the parties put a 
project into e0ect and create actual carbon reductions, any 
GHG reductions that a project achieves will not be eligible 
for carbon credits.135

After receiving DNV’s validation report and request for 
registration of the pig-methane project, the Executive Board 
launches a decisional process.136 "is is the /rst authoritative 
UNFCCC institutional decision regarding the project. "e 

129. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 14.
130. See CDM Exec. Bd., Clean Development Mechanism Validation and Veri/ca-

tion Manual, ¶¶*29–32, U.N. Doc. EB 55, annex 1 (version 01.2, July 30, 
2010).

131. See id. at 9. "e DOE is not required to respond to comments directly, but 
it is required to explain in its validation report any actions that it has taken 
as a result of the comments provided. Id. Note that inviting comments from 
stakeholders at this stage is distinct from the requirement to include comments 
from local stakeholders in the PDD: “In contrast to local stakeholders, the in-
ternational stakeholders are not actively approached. "ey are simply given the 
opportunity to review the [PDD] on the web.” E4'(6, : E45’+ G(&., U.N. 
D'5. P(-6(%88', supra note 48, at 47.

132. See infra Part III.B.
133. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 14.
134. See id.
135. See id.
136. See UNFCCC, Procedure for Requests for Registration of Proposed CDM 

Project Activities, U.N. Doc. EB 59, annex 12 (version 02.0, Feb. 18, 2011).

CDM Secretariat assigns the pig-methane project a unique 
reference number, which is immediately communicated to 
the DOE, and charges associated registration fees to the 
DOE.137 "e request is o<cially posted and available to the 
public.138 "e Secretariat appoints an environmental expert, 
a member of a registration-and-issuance team (“EB-RIT”),139 
to verify that all validation requirements are met.140 "e 
expert must give an appraisal of the project within twenty 
calendar days to the Executive Board.141

Executive Board members may ask for further review.142 
For example, they may believe that the DOE’s validation 
report does not contain enough information to guarantee 
that the project satis/es the additionality requirement, sus-
pecting that Porco-Internacional would have installed the 
methane-catching hoods and vents regardless of CDM par-
ticipation. In this case, the CDM Secretariat must notify 
all project participants and the project DOE (i.e., DNV) 
that a special review of the project’s registration request has 
been initiated.143 "e Executive Board can then determine 
whether to seek further assistance from the EB-RIT.144 In the 
special review, both the project participants and the DOE 
propose answers to the discussed issues.145

In the hypothetical here, the Brazilian project-developer 
provides further explanation of the entrepreneurial choices 
assumed in the PDD, and DNV o0ers further explana-
tion about the calculation of additionality.146 "ese argu-
ments succeed in satisfying the Executive Board members 
and a /nal favorable decision is reached. "e pig-methane 
project participants can then start implementing the proj-

137. Id. at 2.
138. See id.
139. "e EB-RIT comprises at least twenty members who are “available to under-

take frequently appraisals of requests for registration and issuance and par-
ticipate in electronic discussions.” CDM Exec. Bd., Terms of Reference and 
Procedure for a Registration and Issuance Team (RIT), at 2, U.N. Doc. EB 29, 
annex 14 (version 5.1, Feb. 16, 2007).

140. See id. at 3.
141. See id. at 4.
142. See CDM Exec. Bd., Procedure for Review of Requests for Registration, ¶*3, 

U.N. Doc. EB 55, annex 40 (version 01.2, Aug. 2, 2010).
143. See id.
144. See CDM Exec. Bd., supra note 139, at 5.
145. See CDM Exec. Bd., supra note 142, ¶*12.
146. Id. "e di<culties of proving the additionality requirement for methane-

capture projects have been extensively described by Lokey with regard to the 
implementation of methane capture in Mexico. L-;',, supra note 50, at 59. 
In particular, the ongoing regulations or /nancial incentives adopted in the 
country will make it more complex to demonstrate that the emission reduction 
will not have occurred in a business-as-usual scenario. Id.

"e bene/ts of biodigesters and new law that requires their existence 
may jeopardize the additionality of these projects. Farmers were in 
some cases paying /nes for the water they emitted as eAuent because 
their remediation ponds did not eliminate 90 per cent of solids and 
qualify as acceptable according to the Secretary of the Environment 
and Natural Resources (1996) Standard. Digesters improve the qual-
ity of the water, avoiding the payment of /nes, which for some farms 
amounted to $1000 per year. "e digester also negates the purchase 
of expensive equipment like solids separators to improve the quality 
of the water. For these reasons, a 2007 regulation mandates that new 
hog farms install biodigesters. "is law will probably limit future de-
velopment for CER production to only those currently existing farms 
that do not have digesters and use lagoons to process waste. "e only 
way that new digesters could be additional with this regulation is if 
this regulation is routinely not followed for a few years and the PDD 
author can prove that the regulation is not enforced.

 Id. (citations omitted).
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ect by actually building and installing the tanks and hoods, 
gas-transport equipment, and gas-/red boilers for generat-
ing electricity. "e participants have a reasonable expectation 
that CERs will eventually be issued.

Despite the complexity of this registration review, doubts 
may remain regarding the Executive Board’s ability to evalu-
ate validation reports e0ectively.147 "e assistance provided 
by the EB-RIT would appear to ease this concern with 
respect to technical aspects of the project. Requiring three-
member EB-RIT teams, rather than individual member 
reviews, would further reduce the possibility of intentional 
or involuntary inaccuracies.148 Notably, the Executive Board 
has been conducting more detailed review of DOE reports 
recently.149

5. Implementation and Monitoring

At this point, the project participants begin the actual 
implementation of the project, undertaking the physical 
and process changes necessary to modify the Porco-Interna-
cional facility to make it conform with the approved PDD. 
According to the PDD, reducing the pig-methane facility’s 
methane emissions involves constructing hoods, vents, and 
tanks covering the manure lagoons, as well as the pipeline 
to power-generating boilers. As the project is implemented, 
a monitoring program must be activated as set forth in the 
PDD.150 "e project participants must therefore measure 
and analyze emissions to determine accurately the volume of 
emission reductions accomplished over time.

Porco-Internacional, having implemented the project, 
begins to monitor the actual emission reductions. Assume, 
however, that Porco-Internacional soon realizes that the 
monitoring plan is not the best way to collect information. 
For example, it believes the frequency of measurements is 
insu<cient to guarantee a constant !ow of information. It 
believes that an additional operator in charge of monitoring 
measurement on a weekly basis is necessary.

Initial monitoring-plan designs have often been inade-
quate.151 In response, the Executive Board provided a speci/c 

147. See Hans Jürgen Stehr, Does the CDM Need an Institutional Reform?, in A R'-
1-(8'@ CDM—I4.2#@346 N'9 M'.7%43)8) 1-( S#)+%34%$2' D'5'2-&-
8'4+ 59, 66 (Karen Holm Olsen & Jorgen Fenhann, UNEP Risø Ctr. eds., 
2008).

148. See CDM Exec. Bd., supra note 139, at 3.
149. See Stehr, supra note 147, at 66. According to the data available on the U.N. 

Environment Program’s Risø Centre website, it is evident that the decrease in 
automatic registration (almost 100% in 2004–2005) coincides with a conse-
quent increase in the revision requested (around forty percent) and of projects 
rejected (around twenty percent) in 2008. "e data for 2009 and 2010 show 
a small decrease in the review and rejection, but not a signi/cant enough de-
crease to invert the checking tendency. CDM/JI Pipeline Overview Page, UNEP 
R3)G C'4+(', http://cdmpipeline.org/overview.htm (last visited Mar. 22, 
2012).

150. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 17–18.
151. See, e.g., C734% Q#%23+, C'(+313.%+3-4 C+(., V%23@%+3-4 O&343-4 (R'53-

)3-4 -1 +7' R'63)+'('@ M-43+-(346 P2%4) (2011) (requesting a change 
in the methods for measuring pressure and temperature in a land/ll gas 
recovery project), available at http://cdm.unfccc.int//lestorage/N/M/7/
NM70B9OAYQUCG3EI6PR1ZVFTK48LHW/Validation%20opinion.
pdf?t=MzZ8bTFhdXdwfDA-Pr9gcr-GWnMHI_fpTO1S; JACO CDM C-., 
R'H#')+ 1-( I)+ R'53)3-4 -1 M-43+-(346 P2%4 2 (2009) (requesting the 
monitoring plan be revised to re!ect more frequent calibration of electricity 

procedure for revising monitoring plans.152 Following this 
procedure, Porco-Internacional submits a new monitoring 
plan to DNV for validation. DNV analyzes the proposed 
revision, veri/es the proposed improvements, prepares a 
validation opinion, and submits it to the Executive Board.153 
Based on the DOE’s reasoning, the Executive Board gives its 
approval. Porco-Internacional therefore follows the updated 
methodology in monitoring emissions and calculates the 
resulting CERs by applying the registered baseline meth-
odology. After two years of monitored operations,154 Porco-
Internacional submits a cumulative monitoring report to a 
second DOE for veri/cation.155

Monitoring is fundamental to collecting the information 
necessary to verify emissions reductions. "e project partici-
pants are the parties most involved in monitoring, but the 
second DOE also plays an important role.156 Failure to moni-
tor emissions accurately or mistakes in their reporting can be 
a major issue.157

"e monitoring procedure can bene/t the project partici-
pants as well as the international community as a whole.158  
For example, adding another participant to the monitoring 
activity in the illustrative pig-methane project would likely 
lead to greater accuracy in determining the amount of emis-
sion reductions and, consequently, in the amount of CERs 
requested. "e monitoring-plan process can also result in 
good-faith improvements by the project participants in e0ec-
tively reducing and measuring GHG emissions. In fact proj-
ect participants’ good-faith e0orts can increase their chances 
of ultimately obtaining the issuance of CERs easily and with-
out objections from the Executive Board.159

6. Verification of Emissions Reductions

"e pig-methane project has now been implemented through 
collaboration between Porco-Internacional and the Norwe-
gian government, and has successfully reduced methane 
emissions for two years as planned. "e parties choose the 
Spanish Association for Standardization and Certi/cation 
(“SASC”) to be a second, post-registration veri/cation DOE, 

meters), available at http://cdm.unfccc.int//lestorage/V/7/R/V7RMXNT-
1KDUFL43IZ2PA8GCEQBHOY9/Request%20for%201st%20revision%20
of%20monitoring%20plan%20with%20Appendix1.pdf?t=Sll8bTFhdjFwfD
BK6gztVfBczDHFpyzf_u3P.

152. See CDM Exec. Bd., Procedures for Revising Monitoring Plans in Accordance 
with Paragraph 57 of the Modalities and Procedures for the CDM, U.N. Doc. 
EB 49, annex 28 (version 02, Sept. 11, 2009). "e monitoring methodology 
can be revised upon request by the project participants or because a “the moni-
toring plan is not in accordance with the monitoring methodology applied to 
the registered project activity and/or does not re!ect the actual monitoring 
activity based on the registered PDD.” Id. at 1.

153. Id. at 1–2.
154. "e length of the period of implementation of the project for the issuance 

request is decided case by case by the project participants according to their 
necessity and with the results of the project in terms of GHG reduction. See 
Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 17–19.

155. See id. at 18.
156. See id.; CDM Exec. Bd., supra note 130, at 37–38.
157. See CDM Exec. Bd., supra note 130, at 38; Gronewold, supra note 12.
158. See Ronald B. Mitchell & Edward A. Parson, Implementing the Climate Change 

Regime’s Clean Development Mechanism, 10 J. E45’+ : D'5. 125, 135–36 
(2001).

159. See id. at 139.
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due to its special experience in verifying methane-avoidance 
projects. SASC begins reviewing the cumulative monitoring 
report and other relevant sources of information regarding 
the project activities, and conducts an onsite assessment.160

At the start of the veri/cation process, the cumulative 
monitoring report is made available to the general public and 
checked against the PDD for conformity, completeness, and 
technical accuracy.161 "e project is then veri/ed onsite with 
multiple visits to Porco-Internacional by SASC experts who 
review all documents and records available, and interview 
the project-developers and personnel at the facility.162 SASC 
will examine the degree to which the monitoring results and 
the monitoring methodologies comply with the monitoring 
methodologies in the PDD, as modi/ed, and examine the 
additionality dimension of claimed reductions.163

Assume that some of the personnel interviews indicate 
that the generators used to convert the methane gas to elec-
tricity in the project’s second year caused serious problems. 
Speci/cally, methane was not converted into energy during 
a period of time. As such, it is necessary to account for this 
methane. "e SASC experts will try to glean more informa-
tion, including information from any government agencies 
that may have been consulted or otherwise involved.

Assume that SASC is satis/ed with Porco-Internacio-
nal’s information. SASC therefore prepares and submits its 
veri/cation report to the project participants, their respec-
tive governments, and the Executive Board; and makes the 
report publicly available for stakeholder comments.164 "e 
veri/cation report must contain all the information neces-
sary to con/rm correct implementation of the project, and 
is made publicly available for comment by international 
stakeholders.165

"e post-registration DOE must /nally provide a formal 
certi/cation report, a succinct written assurance that the 
project actually reduced the speci/ed emissions.166 "e certi-
/cation report in e0ect constitutes a request that the Execu-
tive Board issue CERs.167

"e veri/cation phase is the best opportunity to review a 
project carefully and con/rm that it has complied with all 
of the requirements. In fact, at this stage of the cycle, the 
CDM bodies can make a plenary examination of the imple-
mented project: Data and theoretical statements prepared by 
the project participants in the PDD, validated by the proj-
ect DOE, should have determined emission reductions that 
can be concretely veri/ed. "e ex post analysis of the results 
can allow the Executive Board to check the correspondence 
among forecasted and realized cuts in GHGs emissions. 

Yet, the way in which this phase is structured is prob-
lematic for several reasons. As noted above, the veri/cation 
DOE plays a key role in overseeing a project’s activities, but 

160. See CDM Exec. Bd., supra note 130, at 37–43.
161. See id. at 37.
162. See id. at 37–38.
163. See id.
164. See id. at 9.
165. See id. at 45.
166. Id. at 45–46.
167. Id.

its independence may be undermined by the fact that it is 
chosen and paid by the project developer.168 Project partici-
pants and DOEs may be driven by /nancial incentives that 
outweigh the objective of achieving a net reduction in GHG 
emissions.169 In addition, the Executive Board and EB-RIT 
base their review of CDM projects on the materials submit-
ted by the project participants and DOEs.170 "e temptation 
to certify an exaggerated amount of emission reductions 
would be even stronger when a project is close to its expira-
tion date, especially for a nonrenewable project that will be 
terminated once CERs are issued.171 In such cases, further 
veri/cation of the CERs already issued would be unlikely.172

7. The Issuance of CERs

After becoming formally registered, operating for two years 
and recording emissions data, and submitting the certi/ca-
tion report, the pig-methane project can /nally obtain cred-
its. "e CDM registry administrator, who is appointed by 
and acts on behalf of the Executive Board, formally issues 
CERs173 in accordance with speci/c guidelines.174 "e CDM 
Secretariat conducts a “completeness check” within a week 
of receiving the DOE’s request for issuance (i.e., the certi-
/cation report), followed by an “information and report-
ing check” upon reviewing all monitoring and veri/cation 
reports.175 "e results of each checklist are communicated to 
the parties involved and the veri/cation DOE, published on 
the CDM website, and deemed ready for /nal review by the 
Executive Board.176 Unless the project does not satisfy the 
checks or further review is requested, the Executive Board 
instructs the CDM registry administrator to issue the speci-
/ed number of CERs for deposit into the CDM registry.177

"us, in our example, once SASC submits a request for 
issuance, the Secretariat reviews the request for complete-
ness, then reviews the monitoring and veri/cation reports. 
Assuming that the pig-methane project passes the Secretari-
at’s checks, a waiting period of twenty-eight days commences 
during which an objection or proposal for further review of 
the CER issuance may be /led.178 No such further request 

168. See O11)'+ Q#%23+, I43+3%+35', supra note 5, at 12–13.
169. See Green, supra note 13, at 49–50.
170. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 19 (providing that 

the DOE’s certi/cation report results in CER issuance unless a review is re-
quested by one of the parties involved or the Executive Board for reasons of 
“fraud, malfeasance or incompetence” by the DOE).

171. See Mark Schapiro, Conning the Climate, H%(&'(’) M%6., Feb. 2010, at 31, 
36–38 (noting that the Executive Board has no authority to revoke CERs, even 
upon evidence of misconduct by a party or DOE).

172. See id.
173. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 19–20.
174. See CDM Exec. Bd., Procedures for Requests for Issuance of CERs, U.N. Doc. 

EB 54, annex 35 (version 01.1, July 6, 2010).
175. Id. at 1–2. For the completeness checklist, see CDM Exec. Bd., Registration—

Completeness Check, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' C7%46' 
(Jun. 10, 2010), http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Procedures/reg_check_01.
pdf. For the information and reporting checklist, see CDM Exec. Bd., In-
formation and Reporting Checklist—Issuance, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 
-4 C238%+' C7%46' (Jun. 9, 2010), http://cdm.unfccc.int/Reference/Proce-
dures/Iss_check_rep_01_v01.pdf.

176. CDM Exec. Bd., supra note 174, at 1–2.
177. Id. at 2–3.
178. See id. at 2.
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ing and certifying CER units is open to serious abuses183 and 
inaccuracies that require much more in the way of rigorous 
veri/cation. As noted, numerous elements of this complex 
project cycle can create the opportunity for mistakes, misun-
derstandings, or—in the worst scenario—frauds within the 
CDM.184 It must be noted that, notwithstanding the strong 
substantive and procedural standards of the CDM, there is 
valid and increasing concern about the viability of this mech-
anism, or of future mechanisms that may follow this current 
CDM design in the next phase of the Kyoto Protocol begin-
ning in 2012.185

Observers from both developed and developing countries 
are worried about the risk of inaccuracy of emission reduc-
tions, given the inherent di<cultly in measuring GHG emis-
sions.186 Other than the formality of stakeholder comments, 
CDM procedures include little opportunity for local com-
munities or NGOs to participate.187 Environmental law has 
historically demonstrated the bene/ts of engaging the public 
in setting standards and enforcing regulations.188

Critics at the international level are currently questioning 
the integrity of the CER process in two signi/cant areas: the 
character and quality of projects being accepted as eligible 
reductions of GHGs under the CDM, and the accuracy of 
the measurement of claimed emission reductions in CER 
projects.

With regard to the generic character and quality of proj-
ects eligible for credits, there are two main aspects to be con-
sidered: /rst, the need to ensure the additionality of a project, 
and second, whether particular actions are truly reductions 
of GHG emissions.

With regard to the /rst aspect, as already noted, the addi-
tionality requirement is di<cult to evaluate; CDM methods 
to calculate baselines and carbon leakages have been deemed 
“highly questionable.”189 Tri!uoromethane (“HFC-23”) 
projects provide a prime case in point. Many CDM proj-
ects have achieved reduced HFC-23 emissions, particularly 
in China, but evidence indicates that the manufacturing 
plants involved intentionally adjusted emissions to maximize 
credits.190 Indeed, the high warming potential of HFC-23 
and high subsequent number of CERs generated has been 
thought to have led to HFC emissions far greater than would 

183. See Andrew Schatz, Note, Discounting the Clean Development Mechanism, 20 
G'-. I4+’2 E45+2. L. R'5. 703, 725–26 (2008).

184. See, e.g., Press Release, CDM Watch, supra note 15.
185. See, e.g., G32$'(+)-4 : R','), supra note 31, at 57–59 (noting that many 

CDM projects are resource-intensive); Pillai, supra note 16, at 402–09 (recom-
mending placing greater priority on sustainable development and achieving a 
better balance of inequities among developed and developing countries); Wara, 
supra note 31, at 43–46 (discussing ways in which CDM projects bene/t from 
arti/cially reducing GHG emissions and considering whether limiting to CO2 
emissions would be preferable).

186. See Pillai, supra note 16, at 373.
187. Voigt, supra note 9, at 20.
188. See, e.g., Steven Shermer, #e E$ciency of Private Participation in Regulating 

and Enforcing the Federal Pollution Control Laws: A Model for Citizen Involve-
ment, 14 J. E45+2. L. : L3+36. 461, 468–74 (1999) (discussing the bene/ts of 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s delegation of federal enforcement 
authority to the public through citizen-suit provisions).

189. Pillai, supra note 16, at 389.
190. See id. at 380–81.

is made, and the Executive Board instructs the CDM regis-
try administrator to issue CERs into the Executive Board’s 
account in the CDM registry.

"e project participants do not receive the full quantity 
of generated CERs, however. A portion is deducted to reim-
burse the CDM for administrative expenses and to assist 
with adaptation costs in developing countries through the 
UNFCCC.179 "e net remaining CERs are then transferred 
into registry accounts set up by and belonging to the proj-
ect participants.180 As agreed, Porco-Internacional receives 
twenty percent of the credits and the Norwegian Govern-
ment receives the remaining eighty percent. Any subsequent 
transaction takes place via the International Transaction 
Log.181

III. Improving Procedures to Address Risk of 
Inaccurate CER Valuation

A. Real-World Problems

Having examined the procedural odyssey required to issue 
CERs via the CDM, two contrary propositions emerge. On 
one hand, the remarkable complexity and the institutional 
faith implicit in a system that involves so many entities, so 
many speci/ed standards and methodologies, and so many 
procedural steps.182 "e CDM process is a tribute to the Euro-
pean legal-code ideal specifying an established Cartesian 
regime for ordering human a0airs and initiatives.  On the 
other hand, the real-world pressures and practicalities raises 
warning !ags that, given the prospect of allotment of units 
worth multiple millions of dollars, the procedures for creat-

179. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 19–20. "e Kyoto 
Protocol requires that “a share of the proceeds from certi/ed [CDM] project 
activities [be] used to cover administrative expenses as well as to assist devel-
oping country Parties that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse e0ects of 
climate change to meet the costs of adaptation.” Kyoto Protocol, supra note 2, 
art. 12, ¶*8.

180. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 20.
181. See Registry Systems Under the Kyoto Protocol, supra note 45. "e International 

Transaction Log facilitates the transfer of CERs as well as emissions units gen-
erated under joint implementation or exchanged through emissions trading. 
See Registry Functions, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' C7%46', 
http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/registry_systems/registry_functions /
items/4066.php (last visited Mar. 22, 2012).

182. "e complexity of the process has been criticized per se for hindering CER 
projects, especially in the launching phase of CDM. According to Mindy G. 
Nigo0:

[T]he lengthy registration process is a substantial hurdle to the ef-
fective use of the CDM to assist Annex I countries in meeting their 
Kyoto requirements and to promote sustainable development in non-
Annex I countries. "is article recommends increasing the EB’s fund-
ing and streamlining the registration process, including monitoring 
plan guidelines and standardized documentation, in order to improve 
its e<ciency in registering projects and reduce the time required for 
registration. Furthermore, this section discusses the option of transfer-
ring some of the EB’s responsibilities to the World Bank or private 
entities to accelerate the CDM project pipeline.

 Mindy G. Nigo0, #e Clean Development Mechanism: Does the Current Struc-
ture Facilitate Kyoto Protocol Compliance?, 18 G'-. I4+’2 E45+2. L. R'5. 249, 
271 (2006). However, many bureaucratic improvements have been adopted 
during the years, and the number of registered projects can be considered 
above any expectation.
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have been generated in the absence of CDM incentives.191 For 
this reason, the European Union prospectively banned proj-
ects that reduce emissions of HFC-23 and nitrous oxide.192 
Credits issued from these types of projects are allowed under 
the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme, but only 
until April 30, 2013.193

As to the second aspect, the O0set Quality Initiative 
(“OQI”)—a promising uno<cial, nongovernmental e0ort194 
committed to addressing challenges of climate change pol-
icy195 through preparation of white papers, presentations, 
workshops, and meetings with key policymakers, the media, 
and other stakeholders196—proposes eight criteria to assess 
the quality of o0sets, namely that “o0sets should (1) be addi-
tional, (2) be based on a realistic baseline, (3) be accurately 
quanti/ed and monitored, (4) be independently validated 
and veri/ed, (5) be unambiguously owned, (6) address leak-
age, (7) address permanence, and (8) do no net harm.”197 
According to OQI, many of these criteria have been met, 
although challenges remain.198

An example of CER credits with questionable value is a 
land/ll-gas-recovery and electricity-generation project imple-
mented in Tanzania.199 "e “Mtoni Dumpsite” project was 
registered in June 2007200 with a prospective reduction of 
about 200,000 tons of CO2 emissions annually.201 It /rst 
requested that CERs be issued for the monitoring period 
from July 2007 to December 2008, wherein TÜV SÜD, 
the Germany-based DOE, con/rmed in its veri/cation 
report that “[t]he project is fully implemented according to 
the description presented in the PDD” even though only the 
/rst phase was “completely operational*.*.*. with no electric-
ity production and the same has been con/rmed on-site.”202 
Despite the need for corrections in the monitoring report, 

191. See id.
192. Press Release, European Comm’n, Emissions Trading: Commission Welcomes 

Vote to Ban Certain Industrial Gas Credits, Jan. 21, 2011, http://europa.eu/
rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=IP/11/56.

193. Id.
194. OQI’s members are the Climate Trust, the Pew Center on Global Climate 

Change, the California Climate Action Registry, the Environmental Resources 
Trust, the Greenhouse Gas Management Institute, and the Climate Group. 
About OQI, O11)'+ Q#%23+, I43+3%+35', http://www.o0setqualityinitiative.
org/members.html (last visited Mar. 22, 2012); see also O11)'+ Q#%23+, I43-
+3%+35', supra note 5, at 22–24.

195. See About OQI, supra note 194.
196. See, e.g., O11)'+ Q#%23+, I43+3%+35', supra note 5, at 22.
197. Id. at 1.
198. See id. at 19.
199. Project 0908: Land!ll Gas Recovery and Electricity Generation at “Mtoni Dump-

site”, Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' 
C7%46', http://cdm.unfccc.int/Projects/DB/DNV-CUK1169853184.14/
view (last visited Mar. 22, 2012).

200. See id.
201. See Elias B. M. Chinamo, Dar Es Salaam City Council, Clean Develop-

ment Mechanism Project Design Document Form (CDM-PDD), §*A.4.4–
4.4.1 (Jan. 18, 2007), http://cdm.unfccc.int//lestorage/P/J/3/PJ3O-
269J1V5NS4LBFNKKES91LUYP1G/PDD.pdf?t=N0x8bTFiNHNufDDl1s
sUUBQv7iYlS0F2nm8_.

202. TÜV SÜD I4@#)+(3' S'(5., R'&-(+ N-. I=JKJ?=, V'(313.%+3-4 R'&-(+: 
P'(3-@3. V'(313.%+3-4 -1 +7' R'63)+'('@ CDM P(-D'.+ “L%4@1322 G%) 
R'.-5'(, %4@ E2'.+(3.3+, G'4'(%+3-4 %+ “M+-43 D#8&)3+'”, D%( E) 
S%2%%8, T%4L%43%,” UNFCCC >M>N-CDMP, M-43+-(346 P'(3-@ I: >I-
>?-=>>? +- KI-I=-=>>N §* 3.2 (2010), available at http://cdm.unfccc.int/
/lestorage/6/3/L/63LI9VYU4MGBR15TSH2JZKNCWOPADX/Veri/ca-
tion%20Report.pdf?t=bVh8bTFiN3dsfDBZnzchNuzPTZACB1E945Yd.

the veri/cation report, and the certi/cation report, as well as 
three requests for review of the veri/cation report because of 
DOE incompetence, the project was successful in obtaining 
CERs.203 

Other signi/cant problems in the CDM are inherent 
within the validation and veri/cation phases of the CER 
project cycle, including the role of the Executive Board in 
the validation and veri/cation phases, the poor performance 
of DOEs, and the role that can be played by nonpro/t 
organizations.

B. Improving the Role of the Executive Board

"e role of the Executive Board is crucial in protecting the 
environmental integrity of the CDM; several safeguards are 
included “[t]o ensure that the [Board]’s decisions are made 
in an apolitical and professional manner.”204 For example, 
members of the Executive Board “act in their own capacity, 
are prohibited [from] having a pecuniary or /nancial interest 
in any aspect of a CDM project activity and may be sus-
pended in case of misconduct.”205 A study of Executive Board 
decisions available up to October 2007 found that while the 
Executive Board is “strongly committed to quality criteria,” 
it is in!uenced to some extent by political and economic 
variables.206

With regard to the CDM’s governance structure, the abil-
ity of the Executive Board to consult experts through the EB-
RIT and the Committee for Methodologies has provided a 
means for obtaining assistance on technical matters,207 which 
was lacking in the past. However, some argue that the Execu-
tive Board should be further professionalized, by including 
members with expertise in market regulation rather than in 
environmental negotiations, for example.208 "e introduc-
tion of the EB-RIT has also provided for a larger number of 
projects being reviewed and rejected because of an improved 
attention for the validity of the projects,209 but at the same 
time, the adequacy of the reviews has been questioned for 
problems of asymmetrical information.210

With respect to DOEs, the CDM Executive Board has 
recognized a real need for oversight and has authorized addi-

203. To access documents regarding the special requests, see Project 0908: Land!ll 
Gas Recovery and Electricity Generation at “Mtoni Dumpsite”, Dar Es Salaam, 
Tanzania—Issuance Request, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' 
C7%46', http://cdm.unfccc.int/Projects/DB/DNV-CUK1169853184.14/
iProcess/TUEV-SUED1236186459.69/view (last visited Mar. 22, 2012).

204. Sépibus, supra note 31, at 16.
205. Id..
206. F2-('4) F2#') '+ %2., U435. -1 Z#(3.7 : C+(. 1-( I4+’2 : C-8&%(%+35' 

S+#@3'), UN A&&(-5%2 -1 G(''47-#)' G%) E83))3-4 R'@#.+3-4 P(-D-
'.+) 34 D'5'2-&346 C-#4+(3'): T7' P-23+3.%2 E.-4-8, -1 +7' CDM 
EO'.#+35' B-%(@ 16 (2008); see also Streck, supra note 13, at 96 (“[P]olitical 
con!icts of interest are common, and in some instances those con!icts appear 
to dominate the board’s decision practice.”).

207. See S.74'3@'(, supra note 82, at 22–23 (“"e Board has increasingly delegated 
the technical assessment of projects and now mainly considers cases where the 
UNFCCC secretariat or the [EB-]RIT have !agged up issues of concern.”).

208. Christiana Figueres & Charlotte Streck, #e Evolution of the CDM in a Post-
2012 Climate Agreement, 18 J. E45’+ D'5. 227, 236 (2009).

209. See id.
210. See Sépibus, supra note 31, at 17.
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tional spot-check assessments of those entities.211 Even though 
spot-checks may be viewed as sanctions from a market-com-
petition point of view,212 suspension and withdrawal of the 
accreditation have been only toothless threats until recently. 
In fact, despite the frequent use of spot checking, real sanc-
tions were undertaken for the /rst time only in 2008 and 
2009 on two of the most relevant DOEs competing on the 
market, DNV Climate Change Services213 and SGS United 
Kingdom Limited.214 In one view,

[T]he two /rms’ temporary suspensions were a strong ges-
ture of oversight* .* .* . [but] also illustrate the limits of the 
U.N.’s capacity to monitor those /rms it has deputized. "e 
only mechanism the U.N. has for evaluating its DOEs is the 
evidence [the DOEs] themselves create and present: the vali-
dation reports they write and the data they gather onsite.215

"e limited value of CDM sanctions is re!ected in 
DNV’s press release issued upon reinstatement, wherein the 
/rm stated that “validation and veri/cation work relating to 
ongoing projects continued as usual” during its suspension, 
and that only projects requiring registration or CER issuance 
experienced delays.216

Finally the CDM does not provide a mechanism for proj-
ect participants to appeal Executive Board decisions denying 
CERs,217 nor for third parties to challenge the issuance of 
CERs they believe were wrongly issued.218 Incorporating an 
appeals procedure “would promote accountability, e<ciency, 
and nondiscrimination*.*.*. and thus boost the legitimacy and 
quality of the decisions of the Executive Board.”219 Indeed, 
some NGOs view means for appeal as “a crucial opportunity 
for the Executive Board*.*.*. to secure*.*.*. human rights and 
to promote enhanced accountability, legitimacy and pub-
lic trust in and acceptance of the CDM as a valid tool for 
reaching its goals under the Kyoto Protocol.”220 Speci/c rec-

211. See Schapiro, supra note 171, at 38. DOEs are subject to regular onsite surveil-
lance “to ensure that the e0ectiveness of the DOE’s system is maintained,” 
CDM Exec. Bd., supra note 118, ¶*7, and surveillance may be “conducted at 
any time with a view to assessing whether a DOE still meets the CDM accredi-
tation requirements,” id. ¶*8.

212. Spot-checks are e0ectively sanctions because
DOEs may be questioned by their clients as to whether they are un-
dergoing a spot check and, if so, clients may be more hesitant about 
entering into a validation or veri/cation contract. Moreover, a DOE 
has to cover the costs of any spot checks that the Board is carrying out.

 S.74'3@'(, supra note 82, at 27.
213. CDM Exec. Bd., List of Non-conformities of DNV, ¶¶*6–10, U.N. Doc. EB 

44, annex 2 (Nov. 2008); see also Michael Szabo, DNV Suspension Another 
Jab at Battered CO2 Scheme, R'#+'(), Dec. =, =>>N, available at http://www.
reuters.com/article/2008/12/02/us-carbon-dnv-idUSTRE4B04K120081202.

214. See CDM Exec. Bd., SGS United Kingdom Ltd.: Details of Non-conformities 
and Identi/ed Corrective Actions, ¶*13, U.N. Doc. EB 49, annex 2 (Sept. 11, 
2009); Ewa Krukowska & Simon Lomax, SGS Sees Suspension Hurting Limited 
Number of Carbon Projects, B2--8$'(6 (Sept. 15, 2009), http://www.bloom-
berg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=ackQ8hywDc4c.

215. Schapiro, supra note 171, at 36.
216. G32$'(+)-4 : R','), supra note 31, at 65 n.48.
217. See Figueres & Streck, supra note 208, at 236.
218. See Green, supra note 13, at PK.
219. Figueres & Streck, supra note 208, at 236.
220. Memorandum from Eva Filmoser, Programme Director, CDM Watch, Danie-

la Rey, Lawyer, ClientEarth, and Lisa Ann Elges, Programme Manager, Trans-
parency International, to the Subsidiary Body for Implementation 2 (Mar. 29, 
2011), http://www.cdm-watch.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/
Memo-to-SBI-on-CDM-appeals-procedure_28march2011_/nal.pdf.

ommendations include implementing e0ective institutional 
mechanisms to guarantee due process, ensuring that a wide 
range of stakeholders have standing to appeal, and providing 
for appeals on procedural as well as substantive grounds.221 
Encouragingly, the CMP has called for comments on insti-
tuting an appeals procedure in the CDM.222

C. Improving DOE Reliability

As the hypothetical example of the pig-methane facility above 
illustrates, DOEs play a key role in the CDM. Although they 
bear some similarities to police o<cers,223 they may in reality 
facilitate misconduct through a CDM “trapdoor.”224 Various 
studies suggest that the procedural and institutional safe-
guards provided by the CDM system are insu<cient, partic-
ularly with respect to con!icts of interest between DOEs and 
project participants.225 In fact, DOE consultants may enter 
the more lucrative /eld of project development after their 
experience, and turn to former colleagues to certify their 
projects.226 Moreover, giving project-developers the author-
ity to hire DOEs directly has created cutthroat competition 
with incentives to lower costs and shortcut veri/cation pro-
cedures.227 Finally, DOEs have cited a lack of guidance from 
the Executive Board as an excuse for mistakes or inaccura-
cies, although the Validation and Veri!cation Manual makes 
this excuse no longer viable; consistently high quality assess-
ments from DOEs should be expected.228

"e accountability of the DOEs is currently ensured 
through a supervisory mechanism that is based on (1) veri-
/cation of DOE competency at the moment of accredita-
tion by the Executive Board, and (2) case-by-case evaluation 
based on each project in which a DOE has served as a valida-
tor or veri/er.229 "e CDM currently requires each DOE to 
carry insurance and have “su<cient arrangements to cover 
legal and /nancial liabilities arising from its activities,” both 
of which implicate domestic remedies.230 "ese obligations 
are among the few with clear legal consequences.231 One 
potential means for ensuring greater DOE accountability 
is turning to domestic legal systems for greater support. At 
the same time, it would be important to clearly delineate the 
bounds of national jurisdiction to maintain the integrity of 
the mechanism.232

221. See id. at 5–15.
222. See United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Conference 

of the Parties Serving as the Meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol, 
Cancun, Mex., Nov. 29–Dec. 10, 2010, Report of the Conference of the Parties 
Serving as the Meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol on Its Sixth Session, at 
4, U.N. Doc. FCCC/KP/CMP/2010/12/Add.2 (Mar. 15, 2011).

223. Schapiro, supra note 171, at 32.
224. See id. at 34.
225. See id.
226. See id. at 35–36.
227. See S.74'3@'(, supra note 82, at 20.
228. See Sépibus, supra note 31, at 15.
229. See Green, supra note 13, at 40 (noting that supervisory accountability pro-

ceeds when the Executive Board acts as the principal and DOEs as its agents).
230. Id. at 42 (quoting Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 21).
231. Id.
232. See Streck, supra note 13, at 98 (“While national courts may address the lack 

of accountability at the international level, a review of CDM procedures by 
national courts would seriously put at risk the coherence of the Mechanism 
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D. Opportunities for NGOs

Given that the Executive Board’s actions are not directly 
subject to domestic jurisdiction, there is an expectation that 
“[t]ransparency and public participation counterbalance the 
missing legal control and provide for accountability and 
review of [Board] decisions taken.”233 Indeed, the Execu-
tive Board has expressed a commitment “to productively 
engaging, collaborating and consulting with stakeholders to 
identify and improve upon existing standards, procedures 
and guidelines documenting the requirements under the 
CDM.”234 "e Executive Board may seek input and advice 
from stakeholders on particular subjects.235

"ere are numerous opportunities for active citizens to 
improve the CDM, particularly with respect to unveiling 
misconduct and calling attention to any adverse e0ects on 
local communities that arise from a project.236 Yet, public 
participation in the CDM is currently limited,237 despite 
the proven bene/ts of engaging the public in environmental 
policy.238 While CDM procedures require many of the docu-
ments to be made publicly available, the extent to which this 
allows local communities, NGOs, and other members of the 
public to e0ectively intervene in the process is not clear.239 
"is is because the stakeholder-comment periods are limited 
in two respects. First, the decision to acknowledge or com-
pletely ignore the stakeholders’ comments in the planning 
process rests with the DOE.240 Second, only local communi-
ties and individuals deemed directly a0ected are noti/ed of 
the project during the planning process,241 and these com-
munities may lack the technological and legal expertise to 
intervene e0ectively to protect their interests.242

that would be unable to survive as a global Mechanism if it were the subject of 
various interpretations and litigation in the di0erent Party States of the Kyoto 
Protocol.”).

233. Id. at 96.
234. Stakeholder Interaction, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' C7%46', 

http://cdm.unfccc.int/stakeholder/index.html (last visited Mar. 22, 2012). 
"e CDM’s Organization and Stakeholder Development Unit is charged with, 
inter alia, organizing workshops to share best practices and exchange ideas, 
processing requests with respect to methodology deviations, and analyzing 
DOE reports. Id.

235. See Calls for Inputs, UN F(%8'9-(; C-45'4+3-4 -4 C238%+' C7%46', 
http://cdm.unfccc.int/public_inputs/index.html (last visited Mar. 22, 2012).

236. Cf., e.g., Press Release, CDM Watch, supra note 15 (providing one example of 
an NGO calling attention to potential misconduct).

237. See Shortcomings of CDM, supra note 64 (noting that the Executive Board has 
discretion to open or close its meetings to the public and increasingly holds 
meetings behind closed doors).

238. See, e.g., Eden, supra note 21, at 184–86.
239. See, e.g., Voigt, supra note 9, at 20 (noting that “stakeholder involvement re-

quirements are only of a procedural character” and failure to mandate that they 
be substantially included in project development “resulted from the unwilling-
ness of countries with di0erent approaches to public participate to agree on 
harmonized standards”).

240. See Report of the CMP on Its First Session, supra note 36, at 24 (requiring that 
the PDD contain “[s]takeholder comments, including a brief description of 
the process, a summary of the comments received, and a report on how due 
account was taken of any comments received”); CDM Exec. Bd., supra note 
130, ¶*41 (“[T]he DOE shall take into account the [stakeholder] comments 
received and the validation report shall include details of actions taken to take 
due account of the comments”).

241. See E4'(6, : E45’+ G(&., U.N. D'5. P(-6(%88', supra note 48, at 46–47.
242. See G32$'(+)-4 : R','), supra note 31, at 57-58 (“[Projects] generally take 

place in regions where people have little political power.”); see also O11)'+ 
Q#%23+, I43+3%+35', supra note 5, at 18 (“Programs to engage and educate lo-

To conclude, the role of the public and of stakeholders 
could be fundamentally improved by the introduction of a 
mandatory procedure in which the Executive Board would 
be required to respond to requests for CER projects to be 
reviewed prior to or after project registration. Where there 
is reason to believe that the DOE process is not e0ective in 
assuring compliance with registered methodology, poten-
tially dysfunctional conditions can be e0ectively pointed out 
by submissions or memoranda presented by NGOs identify-
ing problematic situations.

IV. Conclusion

"is paper attempts to provide a clear picture of the com-
plexities of the CDM project cycle thorough the step-by-step 
analysis of a hypothetical CDM project for the reduction 
of methane emissions by an animal farm in Brazil. "is 
approach allows one to evaluate whether the CDM—as cur-
rently structured—is the appropriate tool for reaching the 
remarkable goals set by the international community in 
article 12 of the Kyoto Protocol. It also highlights the inad-
equacies and opportunities for improvements at each stage 
of the cycle. "e result of the analysis is that, notwithstand-
ing a continuous process of improvement led by the CDM 
institutional bodies and private parties, the mechanism is far 
from perfect. A number of elements, such as the inevitable 
technical complexity of the involved projects, the absence 
of rigorous tools to validate and verify the e0ective reduc-
tions in emissions, and the shared control over the issuance 
of CERs between entities whose accountability pro/les are 
not uniquely assigned, makes the system vulnerable to inac-
curacy and deception.

Spotting the critical !aws in the mechanism is the /rst 
and most fundamental step in eliminating those !aws and 
improving the mechanism as a whole. "is analysis is par-
ticularly important when one considers the number of CDM 
projects—and the associated amount of emission reduc-
tions—that have been put in place to date. Because of the 
broad use of this !exible mechanism, it seems unlikely that 
the CDM will be completely abandoned even after the termi-
nation of the Kyoto Protocol regime in 2012. Consequently, 
the following proposals for improving the CDM should be 
adopted:

(1) Provide for more e0ective public participation. "is 
could include third-party intervention to assist in 
receipt and processing of critical information.

(2) Ensure greater oversight over DOE selection. "e 
Executive Board, rather than the project participants, 
should have a determinative role in appointing DOEs 
to validate and verify CDM projects. Establishing 
a contractual relationship between the DOE and 
Executive Board would likely increase DOE indepen-

cal stakeholders so they understand the purpose and impacts of o0set projects 
will improve the CDM’s ability to prevent net harm.”).
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dence243 and eliminate con!icts of interest between 
DOEs and project participants.244

(3) Mandate quality-control training for DOEs and 
CDM-AP personnel.

(4) Require continuous updating of CDM manuals and 
guidelines. "e CMP and Executive Board should 
ensure that the Validation and Veri!cation Manual 
is current so that DOEs and project participants, 
as well as the Executive Board, understand CDM 
requirements.245

Impose greater liability for DOEs. Increasing DOEs’ 
liability and providing stronger sanctions for misconduct 
would likely improve their performance. For example, 
“"e liability of DOEs could be strengthened by requiring 
DOEs to replace CERs issued which proved excessive in the 
case of non-conformities, without the current prerequisite 
that the accreditation has to be withdrawn or suspended 
beforehand.”246

243. S.74'3@'(, supra note 82, at 7.
244. Schapiro, supra note 171, at 31, 38.
245. See Stehr, supra note 147, at 67. 
246. S.74'3@'(, supra note 82, at 7.

Enhance enforcement. "e Executive Board should con-
duct more spot-checks. "e Board should also set up an 
external channel to receive comments from interested parties 
(e.g., NGOs, national authorities, and local communities) 
regarding DOE performance at each project stage.

Open Executive Board decisions to review. "e introduc-
tion of an appeals process would allow project participants 
and stakeholders to challenge Board actions, such as deci-
sions that “put at risk the environmental integrity of the 
mechanism.”247 "is review mechanism could be structured 
to ensure that CDM procedures are not overly burdened 
and remain manageable. An independent watchdog could 
act on the public’s behalf by investigating and addressing 
individuals’ complaints,248 or an appellate body consisting 
of competent individuals nominated by the CMP could be 
established.249

"ese improvements would represent meaningful steps 
toward increasing the environmental integrity of the CDM 
and thereby international support for its use as an important 
tool for combating climate change.

247. Sépibus, supra note 31, at 22 (footnote omitted).
248. Id. at 22–23.
249. Streck, supra note 13, at 99.


